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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background
The Waste Management Business Case Analysis (BCA) Project is an initiative of the Murraylands and
Riverland Local Government Association (MRLGA). It seeks to identify opportunities for greater
collaboration between member Councils in the planning and delivery of waste management services.
A discussion paper Context for the Future of Waste Management in the Murraylands and Riverland
Region prepared as part of this project is included as Attachment 1 to help set the scene for the
BCAs.
The Project was undertaken by Jeff Tate of Jeff Tate Consulting Pty Ltd and Trevor Hockley of TJH
Management Services Pty Ltd, working with staff of the Councils involved.
1.2. Project governance
A two-tier governance structure was adopted for this project:
•
Project Governance Group (PGG) to initiate the project, receive briefings from time to
time and approve the BCA. The PGG comprises the CEOs of participating Councils and the
CEO of MRLGA.
•
Project Steering Group (PSG) to oversee the project, assist the consultants to source
information from participating Councils and beyond if required, approve and participate
in briefings to the PGG and approve the draft BCA for consideration by the PGG. The PSG
comprises staff of the participating Councils who have a good working knowledge of the
Council’s policy settings and activities in relation to waste management and the CEO of
MRLGA.
Members of the PSG were:
•
Myles Somers, Berri Barmera;
•
David Mosel, Coorong;
•
Katrina Fromm, Karoonda East Murray;
•
Tim Tol, Loxton Waikerie
•
Greg Hill, Mid Murray;
•
Simon Bradley, Murray Bridge;
•
Paul Day, Renmark Paringa;
•
Matthew Sherman, Southern Mallee; and
•
Peter Bond, MRLGA.
1.3. BCA Objectives
At a meeting held on 12 April 2017 the PGG determined the objectives for collaboration on waste
management as being to:
•
save money;
•
increase cost recovery;
•
attract external funding or other resources;
•
generate economic growth and jobs; and
•
enhance ecological sustainability (e.g. by reducing waste to landfill).
1.4. Aspects of waste management services for analysis
The PGG decided at the meeting for the project held on 12 April 2017 that the areas for development
of a BCA are:
•
Align domestic contract expiry dates, jointly plan for new services and services contracts,
go to market with options (individual Councils; one or more groups; vary by function etc).
•
Audit one or more existing contracts for correct pricing and charging.
•
Jointly develop specifications for two or three ‘secondary’ waste services, go to the
market with options (individual Councils; one or more groups; vary by function etc).
3

1.5. Structure of the Business Case Analyses
Each BCA has been developed under five headings:
1. Weightings of BCA objectives.
2. Current services/activities (description, how currently provided, current costs and income,
specialised equipment, service standards, anticipated changes in service standards).
3. Collaboration opportunities.
4. Design (the collaborative project, project governance, project methodology, project costs,
benefits).
5. Recommendations.
The BCAs were developed through workshops with members of the PSG on 31 May 2017 and 20 June
2017, building on information provided by a survey of the Councils in March 2017.

2.

TYPES OF SHARED SERVICE COLLABORATION

Types of shared service collaboration are:
Type

Description

1.Information sharing

Information about services is shared between Councils. This information may be
in relation to service standards, costs, delivery methods or it may involve sharing
of service/contract specifications.

2.Common
specifications

Common specifications are used for a service provided by two or more Councils.
The specifications may apply to a service provided in-house but are more likely
to relate to services provided by external parties under a contract or other
agreement.

3.Joint tender

A form of resource sharing. Similar to type 2 with an additional step of combining
resources to jointly seek tenders for works and services. Contracts are between
individual Councils and the service provider.

4.Ad-hoc or occasional
sharing

Sharing of resources (staff, consulting advice, equipment, plant etc) to address a
specific situation (such as covering a staff member on leave, occasional use of
plant).

5.Joint provision

Combining resources to provide a service often with one Council acting as host
employer or party to a contract with an external provider.

6.Separate authority

A service is fully managed by a separate structure or authority (typically a
subsidiary of two or more Councils) of which the Councils are members.
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3.

BCA – JOINTLY DEVELOP SERVICE SPECIFICATIONS AND TENDER FOR DOMESTIC
WASTE SERVICES

This BCA considers the potential of a project to:
•
align domestic contract expiry dates for participating Councils;
•
jointly develop new service specifications; and
•
go to tender at the same time with options (individual Councils; one or more groups;
vary by function etc).
3.1. Weightings of BCA objectives for jointly developing service specifications and tendering for
domestic waste services
Weightings of each Council for each objective were identified by members of the PSG and show
strong alignment between the Councils in relation to the primary objective of this project as to save
money. Secondary objectives are also reasonably aligned.
Objective
Save money

BB
60

CDC
60

Increase cost
recovery
Attract external
funding or other
resources
Generate
economic growth
and jobs
Enhance
ecological
sustainability
Total

10

KEM

LW
60

MMC
60

RCMB
65

RP
60

10

10

5

10

10

10

10

10

15

5

10

10

10

10

10

20

10

10

10

10

10

0

10

100

100

100

100

100

100

N/A

SM

N/A

3.2. Current domestic waste services
3.2.1.Description
Information on current services of each Council was obtained from the survey conducted in March
2017.
Current
services
Waste - bin
Waste frequency
Recycling –
bin
Recycling frequency
Organics –
bin
Organics –
frequency
Contract
expiry/
Potential
contract
extensions

BB

CDC

KEM

LW

MMC

RCMB

RP

SM

140l
weekly

140l
weekly

240l
weekly

140l
weekly

140l
weekly

140l
weekly

140l
weekly

240l
weekly

240l

240l

240l

240l

240l

240l

240l

240l

fortnightly

fortnightly

monthly

fortnightly

fortnightly

fortnightly

fortnightly

monthly

240l

240l

N/A

240l

N/A

240l

240l

N/A

fortnightly

fortnightly

N/A

fortnightly

N/A

fortnightly

fortnightly

N/A

2023

2019

2020

2023

2017

2022

2023

N/A

5+5

Max 3
years

N/A

5

Nil

1+1+1

5+5

N/A
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3.2.2.How currently provided
Information on how the service is currently provided by each Council was obtained from the survey
conducted in March 2017.
How provided?
In-house staff
External
contractor:
Cleanaway
External
contractor: Solo
External –
another Council

BB

CDC

X

X

KEM

LW

MMC

RCMB

X

RP

SM
X

X

X

X

X

3.2.3.Current costs
Information on the costs of providing the services was obtained from the Councils through the survey
in March 2017 and follow-up clarification of the numbers. It showed that the cost of providing
domestic waste services for the seven Councils that completed the survey is in the order of $7m per
annum.
Different accounting methods between Councils means that the figures provided are not suitable for
direct comparison. A question that arose during discussions was whether there should be an exercise
to develop a common methodology for costing waste services. It would enable easier comparisons of
costs between the Councils and may also be relevant to setting service rates or charges for waste
management.
3.2.4.Specialised equipment
Specialised equipment required for providing the service was identified by members of the PSG.
BB
CDC
KEM
LW
MMC
RCMB
RP
SM

Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Cambrai landfill facility: TANA Compactor, twin deck weighbridge. Hook lift truck. 40
cubic metre bins (14).
Not applicable
Not applicable

3.2.5.Service standards
Information about service standards was obtained from members of the PSG.
Documented
service
standards?
Yes – fully
documented
Partly
documented
No – not
documented
Being developed

BB

CDC

KEM

LW

X

X

N/A

X

MMC

X
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RCMB

RP

SM

X

X

N/A

3.2.6.Anticipated changes in service standards
Changes anticipated in service standards prior to 2023 were identified by members of the PSG.
BB
CDC
KEM
LW
MMC
RCMB
RP
SM

Nil
Nil
Not applicable
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Not applicable

3.3. Collaboration opportunities
Potential collaboration projects were agreed by the PGG. Assessment of the anticipated benefits and
disadvantages were identified by the PSG.
The identified opportunities are:
Collaboration
type (refer 2
above)

Potential opportunities

Anticipated benefits

Disadvantages

1.Information
sharing

Exchange information about
specifications, procurement
strategy.

Potential for improved
service specifications,
reduced costs in developing
the specifications, and
better decision making by
individual Councils.

Lowest end of opportunities
and likely to show limited
benefits. Potential to not be
followed through due to
other work priorities.

2.Common
specifications/

Develop common
specifications for the
services.

Greater potential for
improved service
specifications, reduced costs
in developing the
specifications, and better
decision making by
individual Councils.

Potential lack of flexibility
for individual Councils if the
specifications are not
structured correctly.

Tender with common
specifications (with options
of joint or individual
contracts).

Potentially reduced tender
costs.

Potential lack of control by
individual Councils in the
preparation of tender
documentation, evaluation
and assessment.

4. Ad-hoc or
occasional
sharing

3.Joint tender

Potential for lower prices in
tender bids if contractors
can utilise plant and
equipment across Council
boundaries.
Potential to improve
contract administration and
reduce costs through joint
effort.
Common contract
performance measures.

5.Joint
provision

One Council contracts with
the service provider/s and

Potential to reduce contact
administration costs.
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Adds complexity to the
relationship between

acts as host service supplier
to the other Councils.
One Council provides service
through own employees and
‘contracts’ with one or more
other Councils.

individual Councils and the
contractor.
Currently in place between
SM and KEM.
Potential to enhance
expertise in service
provision and efficiencies in
the utilisation of plant and
equipment across Council
boundaries.

Significant establishment
costs for Councils not
currently providing domestic
waste services in this way.
Would require ongoing
expertise in managing the
service.

Potential to provide
information for all Councils
about service costs that isn’t
available from contractors.

6.Separate
authority

Establish a separate regional
subsidiary.

Potential increase in waste
management expertise by
being solely focused on that
service.
Independently resourced to
provide services.

Expand the role of MRLGA
to provide waste
management services for
Councils in the Region.

Additional administration
costs for a new Authority.
Scale of activity unlikely to
warrant establishing a
separate Authority.
Potential to reduce
flexibility for member
Councils.

Potential increase in waste
management expertise by
being focused on that
service.

Significant change in
direction and additional
administration costs for
MRLGA.

Independently resourced to
provide services.

Scale of activity unlikely to
warrant this structure.
Potential to reduce
flexibility for member
Councils.

Opportunities through the
‘regional agreements’
provisions in the Planning,
Development and
Infrastructure Act 2016.

Potential increase in waste
management expertise by
being focused on that
service.
Independently resourced to
provide services.

New legislative provisions
yet to be tested.
Scale of activity unlikely to
warrant this structure unless
integrated with a broader
‘development’ agenda.
Potential to reduce
flexibility for member
Councils.

The opportunities intended to be pursued through a collaboration project are:
• type 2/4 – develop common specifications; and
• type 3 - tender with common specifications (with options of joint or individual contracts).
Consideration could also be given to types 4, 5 and 6 during the collaboration project if so
determined by the PGG.
8

3.4. Design - domestic waste services collaboration project
The design of a collaboration project to develop common specifications and jointly tender for
domestic waste services was undertaken by the PSG and consultants.
3.4.1.Project stages
In broad terms, the collaboration project would have 5 stages:
Stage 1 - Review existing specifications and contracts
This is a decision point for Councils to determine whether they would continue to be involved.
The PSG to collate all member Councils existing waste collection contracts and specifications and
determine the collection services required by each Council in a new contract.
Stage 2 - Develop joint specifications and tender documentation
Tender documentation will need to be prepared by developing joint specifications for all the services
required by member Councils. The SA LGA have model contracts for the procurement of kerbside
collection services and these documents should be modified to suit the region’s requirements. Once
this work is completed the region has a resource for member Councils to use on an individual or
collective basis.
Stage 3 - Design procurement strategy
The PSG will need to draft a procurement strategy having regard to the following key points:
• required outcomes such as performance, cost, technology, innovation and sustainability;
• a risk analysis and how the risks can be managed;
• performance measures and anticipated benefits;
• project timeline; and
• agree the governance structure likely to be the PSG
There are several resources to assist in developing a procurement strategy and a link to the NSW
procurement strategy template is provided:
https://www.procurepoint.nsw.gov.au/documents/procurement-strategy-template.docx
Stage 4 - Each Council to determine whether involved and to what extent
This is a decision point for Councils to determine whether they would continue to be involved.
The PSG having developed the joint specifications and a procurement strategy will need to have
formal commitment from member Councils that wish to be involved in the procurement process.
Stage 5 - Implement procurement strategy
The agreed governance model in the procurement strategy will then have the responsibility of
implementing that strategy and providing the outcomes and a report to the PGG.
3.4.2.Project governance
A two-tier governance structure is proposed for the domestic waste collaboration project:
• Project Governance Group (PGG) to initiate the project, receive briefings from time to time
and determine actions to flow from the project. The PGG should comprise the CEOs of
participating Councils and the CEO of MRLGA.
• Project Steering Group (PSG) to oversee the project, assist in sourcing information from
participating Councils and beyond if required, engage with other relevant staff of the
Councils, and participate in briefings and make recommendations to the PGG. The PSG
should comprise staff of the participating Councils (who have a good working knowledge of
the Council’s policy settings and activities in relation to waste management) and the CEO of
MRLGA.
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3.4.3.Project methodology
The collaboration project methodology would include:
• Engagement of specialist consultants to:
o coordinate the project
o provide legal advice
o provide commercial advice and assist in final commercial alignment of the tender
submissions, if considered necessary.
• Appointment of a probity auditor for a review at stage 3 and for direct involvement at stage
5.
• Input from relevant staff of the Councils including Finance, Economic, Environmental, Waste
Management, Procurement.
• Consideration of special ‘joint procurement’ provisions in each Councils’ procurement
policies (possibly with advice from the LGA and/or the Procurement Officers’ Group).
• Consideration of any relevant ACCC rulings or advice.
• Input from the LGA Mutual Liability Scheme.
3.4.4.Project costs
Likely costs were identified through discussion at the PSG meeting held on 31 May 2017. The costs
are likely to be incurred over two or more financial years.
Item

Cost $

How cost calculated

Degree of accuracy

How costs funded

Staff time

Not
applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Normal salaries
budgets

Project
Coordinator

50,000

Estimate by PSG and
consultants

About 70% certainty –
project budget would
have to be managed

Council budgets

Legal advice

15,000

Estimate by PSG and
consultants

About 70% certainty –
project budget would
have to be managed

Council budgets

Procurement
specialist

25,000

Estimate by PSG and
consultants

About 70% certainty –
project budget would
have to be managed

Council budgets

Probity auditor

10,000

Estimate by PSG and
consultants

About 70% certainty –
project budget would
have to be managed

Council budgets

TOTAL

100,000

The costs would be distributed between the participating Councils on the following basis:
• even split between participating Councils depending on the stages in which they are
involved; and
• special consideration for KEM and SM if they are partially involved (e.g. defining and
specifying service standards without being part of tender specifications etc).
3.4.5.Benefits
The benefits of the project were seen by the PSG as being:
• Managing a complex matter in a structured way as a ‘strategic’ procurement.
• Potential to achieve a favourable cost outcome from the new contracts.
10

•
•
•
•
•

Sharing costs.
Efficiencies in defining, specifying and procuring the relevant waste services.
Sharing expertise, ideas, experiences, skills and knowledge.
Building greater collaboration between the participating Councils.
Developing transferrable knowledge which could potentially be applied to other resource
sharing arrangements including procurement of other goods and services.

3.5. PSG Recommendations
The PSG made the following recommendations:
1. That the domestic waste management collaboration project as detailed in this BCA be
adopted and considered for implementation.
2. That each Council consider its potential involvement in the project and, at the appropriate
time, the potential and benefit of aligning contract expiry dates.
3. That the timing of the project be considered when the decision of each Council about
potential involvement is known.
4. That consideration be given to the value of an exercise to develop a common methodology
for costing waste services to assist in cost comparisons between Councils and to assist in
determining and setting service charges or service rates for waste services.
Although outside its brief, the PSG discussed and supported the MRLGA hosting a seminar on future
directions for the Councils in the Region.
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4.

BCA - TESTING OF CURRENT CONTRACTS

This BCA considers the potential of a project to test one or more existing domestic waste contracts
for correct pricing and charging.
4.1. Weightings of BCA objectives for testing of current contracts
Weightings of each Council for each objective were identified by members of the PSG.
Objective
Save money
Increase cost
recovery
Attract external
funding or
other resources
Generate
economic
growth and
jobs
Enhance
ecological
sustainability
Total

BB
100

CDC
100

100

100

KEM

LW
100

MMC
100

RCMB
100

RP
100

100

100

100

100

SM

4.2. Current testing activities
None of the Councils that responded have a regular, structured ‘audit’ of their project management
and administration of domestic waste contracts.
4.3. Collaboration opportunities for testing of contracts
Potential shared services were agreed by the PGG. Assessment of the anticipated benefits and
disadvantages were identified by the PGG.
The identified opportunities are:
Collaboration type
(refer 2 above)

Potential opportunities

Anticipated benefits

Disadvantages

1.Information
sharing

Exchange information
about specifications and
procurement
methodology.

Potential for reduced costs
in developing
specifications and better
decision making by
individual Councils.

Lowest end of
opportunities. Potential to
not be followed through
due to other work
priorities.

2.Common
specifications/

Develop common
specifications and
methodology for testing
the contracts.

Greater potential for
improved service
specifications, reduced
costs in developing the
specifications, and better
decision making by
individual Councils.

Potential lack of flexibility
for individual Councils if
the specifications are not
structured correctly.

Tender or obtain
quotations with common
specifications (with

Reduced tender costs.

Commercial confidentiality
as specified in the contract
may be at risk.

4. Ad-hoc or
occasional sharing

3.Joint
tenders/quotations

Potential for lower prices
in tender bids due to
larger scale.
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options of joint or
individual contracts).

Potential to improve
contract administration
and reduce costs through
joint effort.
Common contract
performance measures.

5.Joint provision

6.Separate
authority

One Council contracts with
the service provider/s and
acts as host service
supplier to the other
Councils.

Potential to reduce
contact administration
costs.

Adds complexity to the
relationship between
individual Councils and the
contractor.

One Council provides
service through own
employees and ‘contracts’
with one or more other
Councils.

Potentially lower cost than
an external provider.

Council staff may not have
the skillsets required.

Procure the testing
services through MRLGA.

A single point of
developing specifications,
calling for tenders/quotes
and administering the
contract.

Process may not be as well
‘owned’ by individual
Councils.
Adds complexity to the
relationship between
individual Councils and the
service supplier.

The opportunities intended to be pursued through a collaboration project are:
• type 2/4 – develop common specifications; and
• type 3 - tender or obtain quotations with common specifications (with options of joint or
individual contracts).
4.4. Design - testing of current contracts collaboration project
The design of a collaboration project to develop common specifications and jointly tender or obtain
quotations for testing of waste contracts was undertaken by the PSG and consultants.
4.4.1.Project stages
In broad terms, the collaboration project would have 3 stages:
Stage 1 - Review of existing contracts
This is a decision point for Councils to determine whether they would continue to be involved.
The PSG should review all member Councils contracts and pick a representative sample of contracts
to review for the Region.
Stage 2 - Develop generic checklist for the contract audit
The PSG to oversee the development of a checklist designed to test the contract administration and
management by the Council of the existing waste collection contracts chosen for audit. This checklist
will then be a regional resource for all member Councils to use in monitoring their contract
management.
Stage 3 – Conduct audit and report on the outcomes and recommendations
This is a decision point for Councils to determine whether they would continue to be involved.
The PSG would select two (or more) Councils that volunteer for audits and then oversee the conduct
of them. Ideally, the Councils selected would have different aspects that could be tested through the
13

audit process. At the PSG meeting on 31 May 2017 Loxton Waikerie and Murray Bridge volunteered
to conduct the audits.
The PSG to provide a report with recommendations to the PGG. The PGG can then determine how
the report should be presented to member Councils ensuring that the participating Councils’
commercial and confidential obligations are met.
The checklist and report format provide a resource for all member Councils to use and demonstrate
competent contract administration and management.
4.4.2.Project governance
A two-tier governance structure is proposed for the testing of contracts collaboration project:
•
Project Governance Group (PGG) to initiate the project, receive briefings from time to
time and determine actions to flow from the project. The PGG should comprise the CEOs
of participating Councils and the CEO of MRLGA.
•
Project Steering Group (PSG) to oversee the project, assist in sourcing information from
participating Councils and beyond if required, engage with other relevant staff of the
Councils, and participate in briefings and make recommendations to the PGG. The PSG
should comprise staff of the participating Councils (who have a good working knowledge
of the Council’s policy settings and activities in relation to waste management) and the
CEO of MRLGA.
4.4.3.Project methodology
The collaboration project methodology would include:
• Engagement of specialist consultants to undertake the work if existing internal resources are
considered inappropriate given the political sensitivity of the contract audit or due to work
commitments.
• Input from relevant staff of the Councils including Finance, Economic, Environmental, Waste
Management, Procurement
4.4.4.Project costs
Likely costs were identified through discussion at the PSG meeting held on 31 May 2017.
Item

Cost $

How cost calculated

Degree of accuracy

How costs funded

Staff time

Not
applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Normal salaries
budgets

Consultant to work
with PSG to
develop the
checklist.

12,000

Estimate by PSG and
consultants

About 70% certainty –
project budget would
have to be managed

Council budgets

Audit of two
Councils

5,000

Estimate by PSG and
consultants

About 70% certainty –
project budget would
have to be managed

Council budgets

TOTAL

17,000

The costs would be distributed between the participating Councils on the following basis:
• even split between participating Councils for developing the checklist; and
• Councils meet their own costs for the conduct of the audit.
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4.4.5.Benefits
The benefits of the project were seen by the PSG as being:
• Lessons from this exercise would inform the domestic waste management collaboration
project
• Likely to find savings for the Councils
• The checklist would be a tool that the participating Councils could utilize as an annual
exercise with or without external assistance (or possibly a combination such as a cycle of an
internal audit each year for two years, then an external audit for one year).
4.5. PSG Recommendation
The PSG made the following recommendations:
1. That the testing of current contracts collaboration project as detailed in this BCA be adopted
and considered for implementation.
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5.

BCA - DEVELOP COMMON SPECIFICATIONS AND JOINTLY TENDER FOR SECONDARY
WASTE SERVICES

This BCA considers the potential of a project to develop common specifications and jointly tender for
secondary waste services.
5.1. Weightings of BCA objectives for secondary waste services
Weightings of each Council for each objective were identified by members of the PSG and are shown
in the following table.
Objective
Save money
Increase cost
recovery
Attract external
funding or other
resources
Generate
economic growth
and jobs
Enhance
ecological
sustainability
Total

BB
60

CDC
60
10

10

KEM

LW
60
5

MMC
50
10

RCMB
65
5

RP
60

10

5

10

5

10

10

10

10

10

5

10

20

10

20

20

20

20

100

100

100

100

100

100

SM

5.2. Current secondary waste services
5.2.1.Description
Secondary waste services provided by one or more Councils were identified through a survey of the
Councils in March 2017. The services identified were:
• Chipping of tree and green waste
• Seasonal tree lopping
• Street litter bins
• Tyre shredding or collection
• Construction and demolition processing
• Mixed waste
• Skip bins
• Shredding mattresses.
The PSG initially selected chipping of tree and green waste and construction and demolition
processing (concrete and steel) for the BCA. However, it proved quite difficult for Councils to extract
all the information required for a BCA during this project. A revised approach was determined
whereby that information would be gathered by a Finance consultant during the next stage which
would be to develop common specifications for secondary waste services.
An expanded list of secondary waste services was nominated by the PSG for this revised approach:
• Chipping of tree and green waste
• Seasonal tree lopping
• Street litter bins
• Tyre shredding or collection
• Construction and demolition processing
• Shredding mattresses
• E-waste.
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A short ‘issues and opportunities’ paper would be developed for each of the secondary waste
services selected to ensure a common understanding of the potential scope of activities.
Hard waste collection services were also discussed but not included for the development of common
specifications.
5.3. Collaboration opportunities for secondary waste services
Potential shared services were agreed by the PGG. Assessment of the anticipated benefits and
disadvantages were identified by the PGG.
The identified opportunities are:
Collaboration
type (refer 2
above)

Potential opportunities

Anticipated benefits

Disadvantages

1.Information
sharing

Exchange information about
specifications, procurement
strategy.

Potential for reduced costs
in developing specifications
and better decision making
by individual Councils.

Lowest end of
opportunities. Potential to
not be followed through due
to other work priorities.

2.Common
specifications/

Develop common
specifications for the
services.

Greater potential for
improved service
specifications, reduced costs
in developing the
specifications, and better
decision making by
individual Councils.

Potential lack of flexibility
for individual Councils if the
specifications are not
structured correctly.

Tender with common
specifications (with options
of joint or individual
contracts).

Reduced tender costs.

Potential lack of control by
individual Councils in the
preparation of tender
documentation, evaluation
and assessment.

4. Ad-hoc or
occasional
sharing

3.Joint
contract

Potential for lower prices in
tender bids if contractors
can utilise plant and
equipment across Council
boundaries.
Potential to improve
contract administration and
reduce costs through joint
effort.
Common contract
performance measures.

5.Joint
provision

One Council contracts with
the service provider/s and
acts as host service supplier
to the other Councils.

Potential to reduce contact
administration costs.

Adds complexity to the
relationship between
individual Councils and the
contractor.

One Council provides
service through own
employees and ‘contracts’
with one or more other
Councils.

Potential to enhance
expertise in service
provision and efficiencies in
the utilisation of plant and
equipment across Council
boundaries.

Significant establishment
costs for Councils not
currently providing
secondary waste services in
this way.

Potential to provide
information for all Councils
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Would require ongoing
expertise in managing the
service.

about service costs that isn’t
available from contractors.
6.Separate
authority

Establish a separate regional
subsidiary (for domestic and
secondary waste services).

Potential increase in waste
management expertise by
being solely focused on that
service.
Independently resourced to
provide services.

Expand the role of MRLGA
to provide waste
management services for
Councils in the Region.

Additional administration
costs for a new Authority.
Scale of activity unlikely to
warrant establishing a
separate Authority.
Potential to reduce
flexibility for member
Councils.

Potential increase in waste
management expertise by
being focused on that
service.

Significant change in
direction and additional
administration costs for
MRLGA.

Independently resourced to
provide services.

Scale of activity unlikely to
warrant this structure.
Potential to reduce
flexibility for member
Councils.

Opportunities through the
‘regional agreements’
provisions in the Planning,
Development and
Infrastructure Act 2016.

Potential increase in waste
management expertise by
being focused on that
service.
Independently resourced to
provide services.

New legislative provisions
yet to be tested.
Scale of activity unlikely to
warrant this structure unless
integrated with a broader
‘development’ agenda.
Potential to reduce
flexibility for member
Councils.

The potential opportunities intended to be pursued through a collaboration project are:
• type 2/4 – develop common specifications;
• type 3 - tender with common specifications (with options of joint or individual contracts);
and
• potentially type 5.
5.4. Design - pilot secondary waste services collaboration project
The design of a collaboration project to develop common specifications and jointly tender or obtain
quotations for secondary waste services was undertaken by the PSG and consultants. This would be a
pilot project with a similar approach taken in relation to other secondary waste services if the pilot is
successful.
5.4.1.Project stages
In broad terms, the collaboration project would have 5 stages:
Stage 1 - Identify the major expenditure incurred by the Region in the provision of secondary services
This is a decision point for Councils to determine whether they would continue to be involved.
The PSG to collect the cost information on all secondary waste services across the region. Care will
need to be taken in defining the costs that are required given the responses to the survey conducted
by the consultants at the start of this project. The secondary services that cost the region the most
should be selected.
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Stage 2 – Review outcomes of stage 1 and determine next steps
A ‘return on investment’ analysis would assist in making a decision on future steps after the
conclusion of stage 1.
This is a decision point for Councils to determine whether they would continue to be involved.
Potential Stage 3 - Develop joint specifications and tender documentation
Tender documentation will need to be prepared by developing joint specifications for all the services
agreed at stage 2. Individual member Councils may have some documentation available to assist in
the preparation of joint tender documentation or this will be available within the local government
industry.
Potential Stage 4 - Design procurement strategy
The PSG will need to draft a procurement strategy having regard to the following key points:
• required outcomes such as performance, cost, technology, innovation and sustainability
• a risk analysis and how the risks can be managed
• performance measures and anticipated benefits
• project timeline
• agree the governance structure which is likely to be the PSG.
There are several resources to assist in developing a procurement strategy and a link to the NSW
procurement strategy template is:
https://www.procurepoint.nsw.gov.au/documents/procurement-strategy-template.docx
Potential Stage 5 - Each Council to determine whether involved and to what extent
This is a decision point for Councils to determine whether they would continue to be involved.
The PSG having developed the joint specifications and a procurement strategy will need to have
formal commitment from member Councils that wish to be involved in the procurement process.
Potential Stage 6 - Implement procurement strategy
The agreed governance model in the procurement strategy will then have the responsibility of
implementing that strategy and providing the outcomes and a report to the PGG.
5.4.2.Project governance
A two-tier governance structure is proposed for the secondary waste services collaboration project:
•
Project Governance Group (PGG) to initiate the project, receive briefings from time to
time and determine actions to flow from the project. The PGG should comprise the CEOs
of participating Councils and the CEO of MRLGA.
•
Project Steering Group (PSG) to oversee the project, assist in sourcing information from
participating Councils and beyond if required, engage with other relevant staff of the
Councils, and participate in briefings and make recommendations to the PGG. The PSG
should comprise staff of the participating Councils (who have a good working knowledge
of the Council’s policy settings and activities in relation to waste management) and the
CEO of MRLGA.
5.4.3.Project methodology
The collaboration project methodology would include:
• Engagement of specialist consultants to:
o Coordinate the project
o Develop ‘issues and opportunities’ papers
o Work with Councils to identify and document service providers, cost and volumes.
• One or more Council procurement staff to be seconded to develop specifications, tender
documentation and procurement strategy; and implement procurement strategy.
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•

Input from relevant staff of the Councils including Finance, Economic, Environmental, Waste
Management, Procurement.

5.4.4.Project costs
Likely costs were identified through discussion at the PSG meeting held on 20 June 2017.
Item

Cost $

How cost
calculated

Degree of
accuracy

How costs funded

Staff time

Not
applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Normal salaries
budgets

Consultant - project
coordinator

5,000

Estimate by PSG
and consultants

About 70%
certainty –
project budget
would have to be
managed

MRLGA

5,000

Estimate by PSG
and consultants

About 70%
certainty –
project budget
would have to be
managed

MRLGA

10,000

Estimate by PSG
and consultants

About 70%
certainty –
project budget
would have to be
managed

MRLGA

Consultant Development of
short ‘issues &
opportunities’
papers
Consultant –
working with
Councils to extract
service providers,
cost and volumes
information
TOTAL

20,000

5.4.5.Benefits
The benefits of the project were seen by the PSG as being:
• Potential to achieve cost savings in the provision of the services.
• Sharing costs.
• Efficiencies in defining, specifying and procuring the relevant waste services.
• Sharing expertise, ideas, experiences, skills and knowledge.
• Building greater collaboration between the participating Councils.
• Developing transferrable knowledge which could potentially be applied to other resource
sharing arrangements including procurement of other goods and services.
• Potential to increase ‘green industry’ activity in the region.
• Potential to reduce amount of waste going to landfill.
5.5. PSG Recommendation
The PSG made the following recommendations:
1. That the secondary waste collaboration project as detailed in this BCA be adopted and
considered for implementation.
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6.

ATTACHMENT 1 - DISCUSSION PAPER: CONTEXT FOR THE FUTURE OF WASTE
MANAGEMENT IN THE MURRAYLANDS AND RIVERLAND REGION
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